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Santos Kitchen Blender 37A 4 Litre Stainless Steel DN636
750W Variable speed 4Ltr   View Product 

 Code : DN636

  
 45% OFF   Sale 

£2,226.12

£1,214.99 / exc vat
£1,457.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

A fantastic quality, reliable commercial kitchen
blender, the Santos 37A is an exceptionally sturdy,
safe and powerful 4 litre blender which can make light
work of ice cubes, lobster shells and other similar
hard ingredients.

Ideal for busy restaurants, hotels, canteens and other
institutions, the Santos 37A can quickly and easily mix,
liquefy, grind and blend a huge variety of hot and cold
foods with variable speed control for maximum precision.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 615 215 220

Cm 61.5 21.5 22

Inches
(approx)

24 8 8

 Speed0 - 15,000 rpm (pulse: 18,000rpm)

 Efficiency & Perfect Blending : New blades offer a

perfect vortex, variation of speed (0 to 15 000 rpm)

and pulse (18 000 rpm), powerful and reliable

commercial motor

 The jug can be orientated into any position

 Silent coupling system and motor

 Simplicity : Hands free use, filler cap to add

ingredients while blending Features a removable

bowl, blade, cover and cover seal for an easy cleaning

 HACCP compliant

 Variable speed

 stainless steel bowl

 Removable waterproof rubber seal

 Contents: instruction manual, leaflet, general

catalogue

 Can be used for hot and cold beverages

Material : Aluminium, Stainless Steel

Capacity : 4 Ltr
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